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Summary:
Over recent years the design of substructures of photovoltaic-systems, which are hundredfold
integrated in solar parks, was based on pure static calculations for a service life of 50 years. In doing
so naturally impacts such as wind, temperature and snow were assumed as conventional. The aspect
of life time prediction and accordingly the verification of the real life time were neglected. In addition is
a planned service life of 50 years reasonable, because of continuing development of the energy
efficiency of photovoltaic systems. This would have an effect on designs and weight of economical
produced substructures. Equally the solar energy industry is under political pressure, e. g. reduction of
subsidies, which sets the process in motion for durable designs of the substructures.
This paper shows the durability aspects of the development process of a photovoltaic-system
substructure including design, finite element structure analysis and the fatigue analysis. Based on
loadings assumed by expert knowledge, a CAE based linear elastic structural analysis is carried out in
the concept phase for a prototype design. The development will focus on durability aspects: fatigue,
life time and reliability. For this propose different condition scenarios are performed out and the results
are correlated to prototype tests. The aim, by using a virtual development process, is to engineer
photovoltaic-systems that are material-specific, cost-effective, safe, reliable and durable
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Introduction

The growth of human civilization causes an ongoing increase of energy demand. In the past electric
power consumption were provided by nuclear plants, but risks and catastrophes of nuclear power in
the past cleared the way for alternative energy sources.
The focus was shifted to natural energy sources as fossil and renewable types, but only a limited
amount of fossil fuel exist. These resources will expire over the next 100 years based on current
energy consumption and they impaired the greenhouse effect. A better choice is renewable energies
like wind and solar.
The change to these energy resources and away from oil dependency and nuclear energy was
accelerated by legislation with subsidies over recent years. As a result more and more wind or solar
parks were built and commercial use (fig.1). The excess energy was fed into the public electric supply
network.

Fig. 1: Solar Park in the Munich area, Germany [1]

Also the efficiency of single components like solar panels was improved, which lead to construction of
photovoltaic-systems to carry the panels, fix it to the ground and optionally adjusted it to the solar
radiation. These substructures were adapted to the solar panels and environment. The design is
defined by a standard, for fatigue and statically calculated for a service life of 50 years.
The political decision to reduce subsidies for the solar energy industry changed the situation
dramatically in the last years and some solar energy companies declared bankrupt. The companies try
to find technical solutions, new ways to streamline their production, reduce costs and be more efficient
in producing durable designs.
One possible way is to produce the substructures for a reasonable life time and not for a fixed life of
50 years while keeping in mind the energy efficiency change over 10 years depending on technical
progress. This could include new designs of solar panels and suitable substructures. An effective way
is to consider durability aspects in the concept phase of the development process.
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Concept phase of photovoltaic-system substructure

In the product development process the concept phase is the earliest stage. It is characterized by
finding solutions based on physical principles and specifications. Mostly the process starts with
brainstorming and discussion of several options. The boundary conditions which must be taken into
account include environment, production methods, warranties, legal requirements, safety, reliability
and costs.
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The durability aspects of the concept phase are characterized by CAE based fatigue analysis
processes including life time prediction and damage correlation. Figure 2 gives a view of the different
parts of a development process considering durability aspects.

Fig. 2: Product development process considering durability aspects

The complete process consists of CAE simulations, physical tests and empirical factors which are
marked in different gray shades in figure 2. Middle gray indicates the CAE based fatigue analysis (incl.
FEM structural analysis), light gray the physical testing and dark gray the empirical aspects. The
adjustment between simulation and test as well as optimization possibilities is indicated by separate
colors (very light gray, dotted line).

Fig. 3: FE model of the photovoltaic-system substructure [4]
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Traditionally the boundary conditions of the photovoltaic-system substructure were defined by German
standards, including dimensioning, materials and loading [2, 3].
In a conventional FE structural analysis a static loading distribution is assumed. In general measured
loadings are not available in this industry.
Figure 3 shows the finite element model of the photovoltaic-system substructure. This is an example
taken from early in the development process at Gehrlicher Solar AG.
This design provides the basis for further investigations in the test and simulation region which are
described in this paper.
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Prototype of Substructure

Based on the substructure design a prototype was built to test different loading conditions: in-phase,
out-off phase and/or upper and lower cyclic loading combinations so it is possible to check out the
limits of the substructure above the standard requirements.

Fig. 4: Prototype of the photovoltaic-system substructure on test

The prototype is a special mobile fabrication and consists of servo-hydraulic controls and the HBM
measurement equipment to apply a wide range of flexible load spectra.
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FEM Simulation

A linear static FE analysis is carried out with four independent load cases. The single forces of each
load case are attached at the girder (direct under the solar panel) close to its connection to the
perpendicular long beam which matched with the prototype load attachment points.
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As an example figure 5 shows the von Mises stress results of one load case, the force was applied
near to the lower left end of the left girder.

Fig. 5: Von Mises stress plot of one load case
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Correlation

A main aspect of life time analysis is the accuracy compared to reality. A correlation between
simulation and test is essential for the product development process. The prototype of the
photovoltaic-system substructure was equipped with strain gauges to measure results in reaction to
the loading. The type of the stain gauge is a 45 degree rosette.
Additionally virtual strain gauges are placed at the same locations on the finite element model. Figure
6 shows the rosettes on the FE model and the cross beam of the photovoltaic-system substructure.

Fig. 6: Locations of the rosettes of the substructure cross beam
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Based on the results of each strain rosette a fatigue analysis is carried out to check if simulation and
test obtain the same damage based on the same loading. Figure 7 shows an example of the
correlation process.

Fig. 7: Fatigue correlation process

The correlation of the fatigue analysis and test results gives detailed information about possible
differences. Additionally future fatigue analysis of design variations can be carried out with more
confidence and accuracy and without additional correlations for each substructure.
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Fatigue analysis

The fatigue analysis is carried out by usage of HBM nCode DesignLife [5].
In general a modern fatigue analysis is based on three input parameters (blue part of fig. 2):
•
•
•

FE model (FE results)
Material fatigue properties
Cyclic loading

Fig. 8: Fatigue results using current standards
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For the fatigue analysis of the photovoltaic-system substructure the linear elastic results of FE analysis
described above were used. The material fatigue properties are taken out of FKM guidelines following
the standard procedures today and cyclic loads are assumed [6].
The amplitudes of the loading are in accordance with current solar energy standards. The value was
1000 N which presented the maximum limit of the load.
The fatigue results show in some areas low life values because of singularities at constrains in the FE
mesh. In general the substructure has a lifetime above 30.000 cycles. The values were expected
given the conservative assumptions.
Best practice to increase the accuracy of the results would be a mesh refinement and use of material
fatigue properties based on material tests.
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Future plans

The existing solar park is equipped with HBM measurement systems and collects data from the
photovoltaic-system including wind, snow and temperature (fig. 9).
The solar park will be monitored over a one year period to get a realistic and representative base for
subsequent analysis. The monitoring data sets include fundamental data such as loads, stresses,
strains and temperatures especially at the substructure.
Beside the conventional static dimensioning common today the wind is a highly dynamic load. It blows
randomly, is statistically scattered and a deterministic fatigue method is not the best choice for a life
prediction. In future a stochastic vibration fatigue method based in the frequency domain will be used
to take the nature of wind into account and predict more accurate and realistic life results [7].

Fig. 9: Measurement of snow loads of the solar park
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